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This supplementary document provides:  

(1) the full Mo1-xNx convex hull,  
(2) detailed descriptions of the eight stable compound phases that define the Mo1-xNx convex hull and 
(3) phonon dispersion curves of two phases of the stable Mo1-xNx convex hull. 

 
 
 
 

(1) Mo1-xNx convex hull 
 
The figure shows the complete Mo1-xNx convex hull for x = 0 – 1. It contains the same data as Fig. 1 of the main 
part of the paper, which however, only shows data for x = 0.20 – 0.68.  
 
 

 
 
 



(2) Detailed descriptions of the stable Mo1-xNx phases 
 
The following are detailed descriptions of the structures of the eight stable compound phases including lattice 
vectors and the atomic positions that are given in the standard POSCAR format used by VASP. This format 
is briefly described here: The first line is a single number and is a scaling factor for the lattice vectors (given 
in units of Å), lines 2-4 define the three lattice vectors of the unit cell, lines 5 and 6 define how many Mo and 
N atoms the unit cell contains, line 7 “direct” indicates that the following coordinates of atoms are given in 
units of the lattice vectors specified in lines 2-4, and the remaining lines indicate the atomic positions.  

 

Tetragonal β-Mo3N: 

The Mo3N phase has a tetragonal structure and a formation enthalpy Hf = -0.232 eV/atom. Its lattice constants are 
4.20, 4.20, and 11.90 Å and its conventional unit cell contains 12 Mo and 4 N atoms, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). 
The unit cell of the β-Mo3N phase can be described as three conventional cubic rock-salt structure MoN unit cells 
that are stacked on top of each other and from which a total of 8 nitrogen atoms have been removed, which causes 
a relaxation of the unit cell shape such that, within this cubic description, the lattice constant in the z-direction is 
6% shorter than in the x- and y-direction. Correspondingly, this phase exhibits a tetragonal symmetry.  Each N 
atom forms a distorted octahedron with its 6 Mo nearest neighbors, with an average Mo-N interatomic distance 
of 2.11 Å. The Mo atoms occupy the sites of a slightly distorted fcc lattice and exhibit varying bonding 
environments, with 1/3 of the Mo atoms bonding to 3 nitrogen nearest neighbors, 1/3 bonding to two nitrogen 
atoms, and 1/3 of the Mo atoms having only one nitrogen neighbor, leading to an average coordination number 
of molybdenum atoms of 2. The nitrogen atoms, in contrast, are all bonded to 6 molybdenum atoms and thus have 
a coordination number of 6. 
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Hexagonal δ-Mo3N2:  



 
The δ-Mo3N2 phase has a formation enthalpy Hf = -0.371 eV per atom and is hexagonal close packed, with lattice 
constants of 2.90, 2.90, and 15.92 Å.  It is 3 meV/atom above the convex hull and therefore considered to be 
stable within our 5 meV tolerance criterion. This structure consists of hexagonally close-packed Mo and N planes, 
which are stacked along the z-direction as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The 6 Mo and 4 N atoms within the unit cell 
alternately occupy A and B sites along the z-direction, corresponding to fractional positions of (0, 0, z) and (1/3, 
2/3, z), respectively. This alternating A-B stacking continues when two subsequent close-packed planes contain 
Mo-atoms, which occurs at half-height in the unit cell shown in Fig. 2(b), such that for the bottom half of the unit 
cell, Mo and N atoms occupy A and B sites, respectively, while this is reversed for the top half of the unit cell, 
where Mo occupies B and N occupies A sites. Thus, the structure can be visualized as two simple hexagonal 
repeating units of Mo3N2 which are shifted by (1/3, 2/3, 0) along the X-Y plane at mid height. This Mo3N2 
repeating unit also corresponds to the primitive unit cell of the δ-Mo3N2 phase. Without the shift, the structure 
would be simple hexagonal which, however, has a 33 meV/atom higher formation enthalpy due to Mo-Mo 
repulsion at adjacent Mo planes. The interplanar spacings in the δ-Mo3N2 phase vary slightly through the stacking 
sequence, such that N atoms have three nearest Mo neighbors at a bond length of 2.17 Å and another three at a 
distance of 2.20 Å, resulting in a coordination number of 6. One third of the Mo atoms are in planes between two 
N-planes, and therefore have 6 nearest neighbor N atoms at a distance of 2.17 Å, whereas the other two thirds of 
Mo atoms have just 3 N neighbors at a distance of 2.20 Å, resulting in an average coordination number for the 
Mo atoms of 4. The Mo-Mo bonds between Mo atoms in adjacent planes is considerably larger, 2.82 Å. 
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Cubic γ-Mo11N8: 
 
The Mo11N8 phase has a cubic structure and a formation enthalpy of Hf = -0.390 eV per atom, which is 4 
meV/atom above the convex hull defined by ε-Mo4N3 and bcc Mo. The calculated primitive unit cell contains 11 
Mo and 8 N atoms and is derived from rock-salt structure stoichiometric MoN by removing one Mo and three N 
atoms from a supercell that contains 12 cation and 12 anion lattice sites and is defined by the lattice vectors [ 1 1 
1], [ 011 ] and [ 110 ], as illustrated in Fig. 2(c). In the shown relaxed structure, these vectors have lengths of 
7.26, 5.93 and 5.93 Å, which corresponds to a lattice constant of the conventional cubic unit cell of 4.19 Å. The 
cubes of the conventional rock-salt structure are indicated as dashed lines in Fig. 2(c). Within the shown cartesian 
coordinate system of the conventional cubes, the Mo vacancy is at a fractional position (1, 1, 0) and the 4 nitrogen 
vacancies at (0, 0.5, 0), (0.5, 0.5, -0.5), (1.5, 0.5, -0.5) and (1.5, 1.5, -0.5). In this structure, 25% of the N atoms 
are 6 fold coordinated and 75% of the N atoms are 5 fold coordinated, leading to an average coordination number 
of nitrogen atoms of 5.25. The Mo-N bond lengths lie in the range of 2.09 – 2.14 Å, resulting in an average bond 



length of 2.11 Å. The Mo atoms have an average of 3.72 N neighbors, with 18% being 5-fold coordinated, 45% 
being 4-fold coordinated, and 36% being 3-fold coordinated. 
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Orthorhombic ε-Mo4N3: 
 
The ε-Mo4N3 phase is a body-centered orthorhombic phase with a Hf = -0.401 eV/atom and lattice constants of 
2.87, 7.12 and 7.52 Å.  Its conventional unit cell contains 8 Mo and 6 N atoms and is illustrated in Fig. 2(d). It is 
formed by two primitive unit cells which are shifted by fractional coordinates (0.5, 0.5, 0.5). The Mo-N bond 
length ranges from 2.15 – 2.20 Å, with an average of 2.17 Å. Half of the Mo atoms are 4-fold coordinated and 
the other half are 5-fold coordinated, resulting in an average coordination number of 4.5 for the Mo atoms. In 
contrast, all nitrogen atoms have 6 Mo nearest neighbors. 
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Cubic γ-Mo14N11:  
 
γ-Mo14N11 is a cubic phase with an Hf = -0.409 eV per atom and a lattice constant of the conventional unit cell of 
4.17 Å. Similar to the γ-Mo11N8 phase discussed above, the structure is formed by removing Mo and N atoms 
from stoichiometric rock-salt structure MoN. The primitive unit cell of γ-Mo14N11 is defined by the lattice vectors 
[ 111 ], [ 111 ] and [ 111 ]. It contains 16 cation and 16 anion sites of which two and five are vacant, respectively, 
yielding the Mo-to-N ratio of 14:11. The schematic in Fig. 2(e) illustrates this structure by showing a cubic super 
cell defined by the lattice vectors [200], [020] and [002], containing 32 cation and 32 anion sites and 
correspondingly four cation and ten anion vacancies. The majority of N atoms (73%) have 5 Mo nearest neighbors 
at an average distance of 2.09 Å, while 18% and 9% are four- and six-fold coordinated, with average bond lengths 
of 2.06 and 2.21 Å, respectively. This yields an average coordination number for the nitrogen atoms of 4.9, while 
the Mo atoms have an average of 3.9 nitrogen nearest neighbors. 
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Monoclinic σ-MoN: 
 
The σ-MoN monoclinic phase has a formation enthalpy of -0.429 eV/atom and forms a base centered monoclinic 
structure as shown in Fig. 2(f). The conventional base centered monoclinic unit cell has lattice constants of 7.10, 
4.26 and 2.94 Å, with angles of 90°, 90° and 102°. Mo atoms occupy the fractional positions (0, 0, 0), (0.5, 0.5, 
0.0), (0.0, 0.658, 0.550) and (0.5, 0.158, 0.550), while N atoms occupy the fractional positions (0.0, 0.276, 0.898), 
(0.5, 0.776, 0.898), (0.0, 0.952, 0.478) and (0.50, 0.452, 0.478) in the units of the conventional cell. Each Mo 
atom has five nearest neighbor N atoms and correspondingly, each N atom has five Mo neighbors. The Mo-N 
bond length varies from 2.07 – 2.18 Å, with an average of 2.14 Å. 
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Monoclinic σ-Mo2N3: 
 
The σ-Mo2N3 phase has a formation enthalpy of Hf = -0.423 eV/atom.  It is a base centered monoclinic phase, 
similar to the σ-MoN phase, with lattice constants of 5.01, 5.33 and 8.63 Å and angles of 90°, 90° and 108°, as 
shown in Fig. 2(g). The σ-Mo2N3 unit cell contains 8 Mo and 12 N atoms where each Mo atom has 6 nearest 
neighbor N atoms while each N atom is bonded to 4 Mo neighbors, with bond lengths ranging from 1.98 – 2.12 
Å, with an average of 2.08 Å. 
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Hexagonal δ-MoN2 
 
The δ-MoN2 phase has a formation enthalpy of Hf = -0.348 eV/atom and a hexagonal close packed structure with 
lattice constants of 2.92, 2.92 and 7.75 Å, as shown in Fig. 2(h). It is just 4 meV/atom above the line of the convex 
hull, which is defined at x = 0.667 by the enthalpies of σ-Mo2N3 and molecular nitrogen. Correspondingly, in our 
study, the δ-MoN2 phase is considered to be on the convex hull, based on our 5 meV tolerance criterion. The unit 
cell of δ-MoN2 contains Mo atoms in a hexagonal close packed arrangement with fractional coordinates of (0, 0, 
0) and (1/3, 2/3, 1/2), and N2 dumbbells that are located between the Mo layers, are perpendicular to the close-
packed planes, and have N coordinates of (1/3, 2/3, 1/6-z), (1/3, 2/3, 1/3+z) and (1/3, 2/3, 2/3-z), (1/3, 2/3, 5/6+z), 
where z = 0.006 quantifies the nitrogen displacement along the z-axis by 0.046 Å, leading to a N-N bond length 
of 1.38 Å. That is, the hexagonal stacking is ABBCBB where Mo planes occupy A and C positions and all N 
atoms are at the B position. A competing phase with a simpler ABBABB stacking has a 14 meV/atom higher 



formation enthalpy. Both of these phases have previously been predicted theoretically,1 and have been shown to 
exhibit promising mechanical properties. Each Mo atom in δ-MoN2 has six nitrogen nearest neighbors with a Mo-
N bond length of 2.37 Å, while N atoms bond to three Mo atoms and one nitrogen atom with a N-N distance of 
1.38 Å. That is, δ-MoN2 forms N-Mo-N units similar to the S-Mo-S layers in MoS2. However, contrary to the 
weak Van der Waals bonding between neighboring S-Mo-S layers with a resulting large S-S distance of 3.1 Å,2 
the N-N bonds in δ-MoN2 are covalent, strong, and only 1.38 Å long, which is 25% larger than the 1.10 Å bond 
length in molecular nitrogen. That is, the  N-Mo-N units in δ-MoN2 are covalently bonded, yielding a predicted 
high mechanical strength as previously reported1 and discussed in more detail below. 
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(3) Phonon frequencies of MoN2 and Mo2N3 

Figure: Phonon dispersion curves of the δ-MoN2 hexagonal phase showing fully real frequencies and the 
monoclinic phase exhibiting some imaginary frequencies (plotted as negative frequencies). 
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The phonon dispersion curves of the hexagonal δ-MoN2 phase and the σ-Mo2N3 monoclinic phase are depicted 
in the above figure. The hexagonal phase exhibits fully real phonon frequencies whereas the monoclinic phase 
exhibits some imaginary frequencies. We attribute the imaginary frequencies to a computational artifact 
associated with the limitation of our simulated super cell size, as explained in the main part of the paper. 
Exploring the phonon dispersion curves by expanding the super cell size is in principle possible but becomes 
computationally very expensive.  
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